Appreciative Inquiry Principles

Ask “What Went Well” to Foster Positive Organizational Culture

How Will This Module Help Me?

1. Describes 5 STEPS for building and maintaining a positive organizational culture.
2. Answers frequently asked questions about appreciative inquiry.
3. Provides tools and resources to help your team effectively use appreciative inquiry.
Introduction

Appreciative inquiry is an approach to management that identifies and builds on what already works well in an organization to foster positive change. Developed at Case Western University in the 1980s, appreciative inquiry uses “unconditional positive” questions to identify what is best in an organization. Asking questions such as, “What was a recent successful team project,” or “What made the team so successful,” or “Have you noticed a colleague go beyond the call of duty recently? What happened?” orients team members to build on the positive and create a shared vision going forward.

Focusing on what’s wrong in an organization, such as a clinical practice or department, can lead to exclusive attention to problems and create a negative atmosphere, whereas taking the time to focus on the positives can help individuals recognize what gives life, vitality, and joy to the practice. Fostering the best in one another begins with noticing what is being done well. For example, providing recognition for a job well done has been shown to significantly lower physician burnout scores and result in other positive organizational results.

Five STEPS to Improve Your Organizational Culture Using Appreciative Inquiry

1. Build a Guiding Coalition.
2. Form a “Discovery Team.”
5. Link Appreciative Inquiry to Existing Performance Improvement Initiatives.

Build a Guiding Coalition.

Sustainable culture change requires leadership. It can be very challenging to “unfreeze” staff from the status quo. The shift to a more positive, productive work experience demands the engagement of leaders who are skilled in non-traditional competencies, such as emotional intelligence, team building, and appreciative inquiry.

To build a coalition of leaders to guide culture change, it is helpful to identify individuals who are dissatisfied with the current workplace atmosphere and who are ready to participate in disruptive innovation. These individuals can be physicians or other health care professionals who are curious and ready to embrace change.

The benefits of appreciative inquiry include:

- Appreciative inquiry fosters a sense of optimism, and people tend to work best when they are feeling optimistic.
- It encourages collaboration, which engages and helps teams focus on the meaning of their work and inspiring members to do their best.
- This technique also facilitates storytelling, which engages emotions and inspires collaboration and confidence.
Form a “Discovery Team.”

It is important to begin appreciative inquiry by gaining a sense of the strengths, assets, and values of the practice, department, or organization. Appreciative interviewing, a discovery process that builds on appreciative inquiry principles, can be used to uncover themes and values from across the organization. This process can help team members understand how they interact and connect with one another and what they can accomplish when they are at their best.¹

One way to begin the discovery process is to form a discovery team, a small representative group within your larger organization or practice that can use appreciative interviews to inform change within the organization.

Guidance for Successful Appreciative Interviews

This document provides an example interview script and an example of interviewer documentation to help you get started.
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Appreciative Inquiry Background and Definition

Learn more about appreciative inquiry
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Q&A

Who should be on the discovery team?

Consider including representatives from all aspects of your practice or department: medical assistants (MA), nurses, physicians, administrative and frontline staff, and maintenance staff.

How many people should serve on the discovery team?

A practice or department with 25 employees might want 5 people on the discovery team. For larger organizations, consider creating a discovery team for each pod or department.

What can the discovery team do?

The team can use an interview script and capture responses with any recording or note-taking method. Leaders need to communicate the guidelines regarding anonymity to both the members of the discovery team and potential interviewees. While the primary goal of an appreciative interview is to identify the positive aspects of a practice or organization, it is important that the interviewee feels safe enough to speak with anonymity about any challenging aspects of his or her work.

Share Positive Stories.

Introduce appreciative inquiry on a small scale by including an appreciative check-in or debrief in your staff meetings. Using these tools in meetings will familiarize your team with the concept of appreciative inquiry through experiential learning.

To use appreciative check-in, before beginning your meeting’s stated agenda, pose a positively focused question to the team and allow each team member to respond. Possible questions include:
• “What is something that went well for you today?”
• “What is a recent positive experience in your work or personal life?”
• “How would you fill in the blanks? I am feeling _____ today, because ____.”

To use appreciative debrief, reserve a few minutes at the end of the meeting to identify positive aspects of the meeting and opportunities for improvement. Ask the team to answer questions such as:
• “What was a positive experience you had in the meeting today?”
• “What did we do well in the meeting?”
• “What was the most productive part of this meeting that we can continue in future meetings?”

You might also consider hosting a “town hall” meeting to share positive stories. Spreading positive stories within your team or unit is an important component in improving its culture. Hosting a town hall meeting on a regular basis can bring your team together to focus on recent successful experiences. At a town hall meeting, the interviewer or interviewees from an appreciative inquiry exercise can share their positive stories (de-identified, if desired) with the entire team. Include “open mic” time in the meeting, when participants can speak or be interviewed in front of their team.

A variety of other communication channels can be used to share positive stories and help the practice become a narrative organization. The inclusion of positive stories supports culture change. Identify ways to include storytelling in your internal communications; for example, you can post positive vignettes and inspirational quotations from patients and team members in newsletters, company-wide emails, on your intranet, and on physical message boards in your office or clinic. For example, Indiana University School of Medicine sends an electronic newsletter weekly to the entire medical community that includes reflections of faculty and medical students, poetry, and information about related workshops, conferences, and awards.

Using these methods can shift the focus and atmosphere of meetings and help your team experience the benefits of appreciative inquiry. They can be especially helpful at garnering enthusiasm for required early-morning meetings.

**Q&A**

How can I make sure we get to our agenda items? Won’t these practices consume our entire meeting?

Often teams find that meetings become more productive when using these methods, because appreciative inquiry has shifted the atmosphere to be more positive and collaborative. If you are concerned about time, try using appreciative check-in and debrief questions that require a single-word response.

How can I respond when my team resists appreciative inquiry, saying “We can’t afford to focus on what’s going well when there are so many problems”?

When learning about appreciative inquiry principles, many people initially see it as an overly idealistic approach that won’t help things improve. However, appreciative inquiry is not about denying or ignoring problems, but rather it is a way to build a collaborative culture and to gather the energy and enthusiasm needed to address problems.

**Incorporate Appreciative Inquiry Into Daily Work.**

Once members of your practice or department have gained some experience with appreciative inquiry, it is important to embed this approach into the daily work of your organization. Embedding appreciative inquiry principles can take several forms. The essential element of these activities is identifying and highlighting mutual values and positive experiences.
Appreciative inquiry activities might include:

- Appreciative check-ins: asking an appreciative question at the start of a meeting.
- Introductions: asking people to respond to an appreciative question.
- Shout-outs: asking team members to share something positive that they observed recently about another team member’s actions or performance.
- Appreciative de-briefs: asking an appreciative question relating to the strengths of a meeting.
- Clinical interactions: using appreciative questions with patients.
- Assuming positive intent.
- Transforming an obstacle into an opportunity.
- Finding the value behind a complaint.

**Appreciative Questions for Team Meetings**

Starting team meetings with appreciative questions to build a positive culture.

Events at which appreciative inquiry can be used include:

- Daily huddles.
- Staff meetings.
- Leadership meetings.
- Performance improvement team meetings.
- Other team meetings.
- Performance evaluations.
- Interactions with patients and family members.
- Practice or administrative rounds.

**Q&A**

*How can I learn more about incorporating appreciative inquiry into our work?*

Consider additional training, consultation, or discussion on this approach with a colleague who has used this process.

Contact the [Center for Appreciative Inquiry](https://edhub.ama-assn.org) for training opportunities. You or a staff member could obtain certification in appreciative inquiry.

*What do I do if my team is not responding and participation is low?*

Timing is an important consideration in initiating culture change using appreciative inquiry. Just as you wouldn't counsel a patient to stop smoking at a time of high stress, so too must the decision to implement appreciative inquiry take any recent events or issues into account when introducing the concept.
Link Appreciative Inquiry to Existing Performance Improvement Initiatives.

It is important to look for existing skills and strengths within a group to fuel positive change. For example, if your organization already uses Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles, you might start by inviting team members to write brief (1- to 2-page) proposals outlining the question or challenge that the PDSA cycle could address, the way(s) in which appreciative inquiry could affect the desired outcome, the appreciative inquiry methods to use, and plans for using the results within the cycle. Members of the discovery team can act as a selection committee for these proposals. For example, a practice might use appreciative inquiry within the daily team huddle to test ways to optimize the care of each patient to be seen that day and identify time slots for same-day appointments. By using this technique, the practice can build on its strengths and work collaboratively to identify the most effective scheduling process for the group, ultimately improving care coordination, reducing wait times, and increasing access.

Our performance improvement projects are managed by a specialized department. How should we link to their projects, and why?

It is often helpful to meet with the current leaders of improvement projects that are managed by a specialized department (e.g., Quality Improvement). You can explain that appreciative inquiry is a set of practices that support the overarching business goal of improving organizational culture and the quality of work life. Provide some examples of the successful use of this approach in other organizations (see this module’s related Case Reports for a few examples). Building bridges between specialized departments within an organization ultimately supports the organization’s overall purpose and mission.

Conclusion

Appreciative inquiry is an approach to management that identifies and builds on what is already working well in an organization. This technique fosters optimism and collaboration. It also encourages the sharing of positive stories, which can improve an organization’s culture.

AMA Pearls

Focusing exclusively on the negative about a situation (“what’s wrong”) can sap the energy and enthusiasm needed to make positive change. Identifying and noticing the positive (“what’s working”) can catalyze positive change in an organization.

Ensure the involvement of leaders when introducing appreciative inquiry. A coalition of leaders can help guide the introduction and continued use of the appreciative inquiry.
Forming a discovery team is an effective way to begin appreciative inquiry in a practice, department, or organization. These representatives of the larger group can conduct appreciative interviews to inform change.

Encourage the sharing of positive stories to catalyze and spread culture change. Team members can share stories at staff meetings, “town hall” events, and other forums.

Using appreciative inquiry activities in daily work can maintain a more positive environment.

STEPS in practice

1. Appreciative Inquiry Case Report: Transforming a Primary Care Practice into Patient-Centered Medical Home

   Jason Everman, DO, a family physician in a group of 11 providers, describes his experience with appreciative inquiry:

   “Our primary care practice is undergoing significant change as we transition to becoming a patient-centered medical home (PCMH). The stress and turmoil of this change could have had a negative effect on morale and communication. However, in my role as a physician leader, I’ve seen just the opposite. Because we used appreciative inquiry as we pursued this strategic improvement aim, the atmosphere in our practice has actually become more positive. We have used appreciative check-ins when we begin our staff meetings, appreciative debriefs when we conclude them, and appreciative interviewing as we conducted our strategic planning for the year.

   “The changes in the practice have been noticeable. I’ve seen more human touches in our clinic over the last few months than previously, including heartfelt laughter among patients and staff while handling disease and life changes, smiles and kindness even during the tensest of times, side conversations focused on raising the bar for our approach to patient care, questions of why we function in certain ways and if it can be improved, and innovation in clinic-patient communication to raise satisfaction for every patient at every visit.

   “During one appreciative inquiry exercise, it became apparent that some of the practice staff had the internal drive for improvement. These staff members displayed a readiness to put the patient first, [a readiness] that had been waiting in the shadows. Since that exercise, I have come to really appreciate the power of humanism to change the culture of a health care organization—and to help us effectively implement improvement projects. I’ve been truly inspired by my co-workers’ focus, motivation, and personal commitment during this process. Appreciative inquiry gave us the positive atmosphere we needed to move ahead with the changes involved in becoming a PCMH. It helped us grow together and provide even better care to our patients.”

2. Appreciative Inquiry Case Report: Indiana University

   At Indiana University (IU), reflection and appreciative inquiry are woven into the medical school curriculum starting in the first year of study. Medical students at the IU Lafayette campus routinely reflect on their experiences making house calls as part of their Introduction to Clinical Medicine class. During five biweekly home visits, students form a respectful relationship with a family with chronic health concerns. The students practice skills such as caring presence, empathic listening, and verbal and nonverbal facilitative communication behaviors. Students also provide useful non-medical services such as shopping and transportation.

   Educators at IU use a strength-based model that empowers the visiting students and families to form a caring partnership with each other. Reflection, both in small group discussions and through written assignments, plays a key role in this service-learning curriculum.
Dr. Janet Hortin, now at Duke University, was instrumental in developing the model used for the curriculum at the IU Lafayette campus. Small group reflection sessions are held every other week to reinforce ways of mindfully being present for one another. Poetry, short narratives, and artwork are used to transport the students to a welcoming space where they can explore how to develop caring, respectful relationships across cultural and generational differences. Robert Coles’s A Life in Medicine is used as a resource for guiding provocative reflection and discussion about professionalism and ethics.

Dr. Hortin relates: “Through reflection, we come to understand some of our personal biases and challenges in dealing with people from different backgrounds. We foster a sense of trust and mutual support within the class of 16 students so that we attend to one another as well as to the mentor families. The rigors and stressors of the medical life are discussed along with self-care topics such as coping with failure and mistakes.”

Many of the themes in the reflective writing assignments and small group discussion sessions center on the students’ house call experiences. Stories abound. Students have a front-row seat from which they can witness how biological, psychological, social, spiritual, and economic factors impact the well-being of their mentor family. A few examples of issues encountered during house call experiences that students have chosen to reflect upon in their written work and discussions include combating caregiver burnout, transitioning from home care to an assisted living facility, estrangement from family members, coping with the loss of a spouse, and use of herbal or complementary therapies.

Written reflective activities include assignments about the healing power of touch, elements of a healing environment, walking in your neighbor’s shoes for a day, assessing your strengths and the mentor families' strengths, assessing networks of support within the community and family, and painting a word picture of the mentor family. These assignments are submitted online, allowing for prompt feedback and dialogue with the instructor.

The students select their best written work for an end-of-semester portfolio to demonstrate the trajectory of their personal and professional growth. During individual conferences, the portfolio is presented and discussed with the instructor. This portfolio project, known as “The Good Neighbor Mentoring Project,” seeks to reinforce habits of reflection and attentive human engagement within the medical school.

Adapted from:

Appreciative Inquiry Case Report: University of Virginia Health System

The University of Virginia Health System is a large academic medical center with approximately 7,500 faculty and staff. The system includes a dedicated Center for Appreciative Practice, which facilitates and spreads the use of appreciative inquiry methodology throughout the organization. Appreciative inquiry was successfully applied within the health system to improve the patient experience as they transition from inpatient psychiatric care to outpatient mental health services.

Leaders of the inpatient psychiatric unit recognized the need for better communication and collaboration with community services for outpatients. Too often, patients discharged from inpatient care did not successfully transition to care in the outpatient facility or community service site to which they were referred. Frequently, these patients would experience a psychiatric deterioration and require readmission. Leaders believed that better communication and improved relationships among inpatient and outpatient care providers and community service providers would help prevent these transition issues.

Faculty of the Center for Appreciative Practice facilitated a two-day event focused on application of appreciative inquiry towards this goal. A total of 50 attendees gathered for three hours each day; attendees included physicians, nurses, representatives of community services groups, members of a mental health advocacy group, and individuals who had used inpatient services at the health system in the past.
On the first day, the facilitators walked the group through a discovery process in which participants reflected on the positive aspects of the current state of mental health care in the community and the present care transition process. Participants told stories of their experiences that illustrated commitment, collaboration, empowerment, empathy, and perseverance. Next, participants described an ideal care transition process. They listed improved access to substance abuse treatment services, additional face-to-face and electronic networks for providers, and the development of a transition clinic staffed jointly by inpatient and outpatient care providers. An especially moving moment occurred when one of the patient participants reflected on his experience of the day: “I can’t believe how much you all care about us.” On the second day of the event, facilitators helped the group create a revised transition process and begin plans for future implementation. As part of the new process, the group agreed upon a common format for care plans that would travel between sites and a common form for shared documentation.

As a result of the appreciative inquiry event, the connection and communication between inpatient care providers and outpatient community groups has improved. During the event, attendees learned about the services available from the other groups and about the roles of various members of those groups. Colleagues in outpatient settings, many of whom had worked together virtually for years, met in person for the first time, fostering improved professional relationships. After the event, connections continued to grow. An inpatient nurse joined the board of a mental health advocacy group. Clinicians from the inpatient unit began volunteering at a homeless shelter that was frequented by patients. Individuals from community mental health groups hosted three educational sessions for inpatient staff and created a handout listing available community resources. Throughout the two-day event and at each step of the group’s implementation plan, appreciative inquiry facilitated improved connections between inpatient, outpatient, and community services. With the new transition process in place, patients benefit from smoother transitions and patient satisfaction scores have improved for psychiatric services.

Learning Objectives
1. Evaluate current strengths, assets and values of the practice, department or organization
2. Construct a “discovery team” to elicit positive stories and themes from the organization
3. Incorporate appreciative inquiry into daily work and existing performance improvement initiatives
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